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When Spalding teams up with top-ranked pro Mike Ray to design a new racquetball racket, you expect big things. And you get them. Like the new Goliath™ - the largest racket in Spalding’s line-up with a full 113sq. in. of hitting surface.

Designed to take the abuse of the pros, the Goliath™ is as durable as it is powerful. With a cross section that tapers on both the sides and front for ultimate stiffness and durability. And backed by a 2-year frame warranty.

The Goliath™. It’s one mean giant!
There are high performance cars. And then there is the 1993 Audi S4 Quattro. A car whose astonishing level of performance could only result from the unique combination of Quattro all-wheel drive and a 2.2 liter, turbocharged 227 horsepower engine. A car whose speed and responsiveness is merely hinted at by the understated elegance of its exterior. Truly, it is a car that performs like no other.

But you can rest assured that its high level of performance is not achieved at the expense of safety. ABS brakes are standard as well as automatic self-tensioning front seat belts and driver and passenger side airbags (Supplemental Restraint System).

You'll also take comfort in the fact that all 1993 Audi models already meet the U.S. Government's stringent 1997 side-impact standard.*

But the comfort doesn't stop there. Inside, the cockpit is filled with sophisticated analog instrumentation. And you'll find yourself surrounded by luxuries like leather seat upholstery and a standard hands-free voice-activated telephone.

Yet, we have to admit there is a single limitation to the S4 Quattro: quantity. Only a limited number are available. So don't wait. For more information, or to arrange for a test drive, call 1-800-FOR-AUDI.
He came up through the juniors as one of the most impressive youngsters around. He captured two amateur national singles titles, and six national doubles titles. Now number five on the pro tour, he is feared and respected by every touring pro. He's very fast and very determined. He rips shots at the speed of light. He's Tim Doyle. Page 26

*Doyle?!* by Marvin Quertermous.

Each year, industry manufacturers unveil a tempting array of high-tech essentials and just darn cool stuff. This year is no exception. Check out all the goodies available this season. Page 42

*The Third Annual KILLSHOT Annual Buying Guide*
There are two ways to play racquetball. Fast and way too fast.
We recommend you play the latter way. Or die trying.
"Them special effects is fantastic!"

So here we are staring catatonic into the magic picture talking box and what should happen? David Letterman, that celeb of celebs, that icon of late nite icons, that hip purveyor of top ten lists and jouster of show biz megastars splats racquetball right into the mainstream.

They want Lynn

Lynn Adams, the best known name in women's racquetball, has joined the training staff of America's Most Wanted Racquetball. Adams was a six-time National Champion and is the author of Racquetball Today, an instructional manual. She lives in suburban Chicago with her husband Rich Clay and their new daughter Kristen.

Seems as though ol' Dave graced the cover of Racquetball Illustrated (no longer in publication) a few years back and managed to work it into a spoof of magazines.

That explains the photo of smilin' Dave. So why run two? How could we pass up a chance to run a shot of Ellen Barkin? "Come with me, my love, to the sea..."
Norm Blum's

Passing Shots

**Refreshing**

With a bevy of talk shows on the national scene, the topic “Divorced Couples Who Are Still Friends” will probably be an upcoming segment. Talk show producers should have been at the National Doubles Championship earlier this year.

Lynn Adams-Clay, racquetball's greatest player of all time, was playing mixed doubles in two divisions. She competed in the open division with former husband Jim Carson and with current husband Rick Clay in the age group competition. Carson even handled baby sitting duties while Lynn played with her husband. “I've been in the divorce business for almost 20 years and I can't recall a story like that,” says one veteran lawyer. “That type of relationship after a divorce is maturity at its best.

**Different Vane**

Now back to the real world. At a recent tournament, all players on ten courts wasted a timeout at the same time. A player was accepting an energy drink from his girl friend and receiving a little neck massage when his wife walked into the club. It was a live soap opera and the tournament became 15 minutes behind schedule as players listened to the saga.

**National Publicity**

Racquetball received a big dose of national publicity when Jeff Conine and his new bride, the former Cindy Doyle, were featured in *Sports Illustrated*. Conine, a Florida Marlins standout, was an up and coming racquetballer and probably could be in the top five if he competed today. The weekly sports magazine ran a photo which took almost three hours to shoot. Conine, who had Marty Hogan posters on his wall when growing up, told SI that he might play in a couple of pro tournaments.

**Potpourri**

No new update on the Swain-Hogan Challenge Match...Tournaments in Florida are averaging about 100 players per event...Consensus is that players prefer having paid referees rather than forcing winners or losers to ref the next match...I still think clubs should copy tennis and have more no-frill one day tournaments. With more players becoming parents it's next to impossible to get away the entire weekend...When a player walks on the court with a Head Master and a pair of Foot Joy shoes, it's hard to believe him when he tells you how good he's been playing.

---

**Hall of Pain**

If there were any question about the velocity of Tim Sweeney's returns, the issue has been settled. SMSU’s Bruce Erikson displays a reminder of his match with Sweeney at an SMSU tournament this past November. Wonder if they were playing with a baseball?

---

**...and returns**

“How can it be a hinder? He was trying to hit a ceiling ball and hit me in the butt.”

--- Andy Roberts

“Just look at the size of your butt.”

--- Tim Doyle
What it Takes to be #1

By Cliff Swain

Unfortunately for some and fortunately for others there is no set formula to follow to becoming the best. It is not an exact science and there are some obvious things and some not so obvious things that are required to reach the ultimate goal of being number one.

There is a list of common words that are generally used when winning a game, succeeding in business or becoming Number 1 is being discussed. Words that come up are discipline, consistency, determination and sacrifice, all of which are essential in achieving the ultimate goal. There are some things, in my opinion, that truly separate the best from the rest. They are hustle, relentlessness, fearlessness, and playing with heart. One of my favorites is scrappy, the art of winning a point or a match simply by diving, sprinting or crawling, doing whatever it takes to win without regard for your body or pain.

Mental toughness, probably the most important aspect of all is also, above all else, the most difficult to master. Entire books have been written on the subject. Individuals or teams who finally learn this skill when combined with physical talent and love of competition will consistently put themselves within striking distance of number 1 and often achieve it.

The only thing tougher than becoming number 1 is staying there. The more you win and prove to be the best, the more everyone wants to knock you off. Mike Tyson said "When people come to fight the heavyweight champ of the world they automatically become better fighters." I have found this to also be true in racquetball. The greatest see this as yet another challenge to rise to the occasion.

Vince Lombardi said, "Winning is not a sometime thing; it is an all the time thing. You don't win once in a while; you don't do things right once in a while; you do them right all the time. Winning is a habit. Unfortunately, so is losing." This is something I will never forget!

No Way -- Ray Can't Play

By Mike Ray

I have spent the last seventeen years playing, promoting, and teaching racquetball. I have worked hard, spending hours daily, every day to stay in shape to compete. I have sacrificed parties, proms, graduations, weddings, reunions, vacations, and a lot of general family time. I have traveled up to 20 hours by car (one way), 10 hours by plane, and spent thousands of dollars in gas, tickets, hotels, mechanics, and entry fees to get to the next tournament. I have endured jammed fingers, sprained wrists, ankles, neck, and back. I have had hip pointers, strained and pulled muscles, torn knee cartilage, slipped disks, and the "usual" 170 m.p.h. blast to the calf.

I would do it all again (except for that one party and knee thing) because I love racquetball and feel blessed that I can make a living at it. But I did not play pro racquetball in its heyday when other professionals took advantage of their situations and left someone else to clean up. Creating a positive image for racquetball and being an ambassador of the sport has always been my concern.

What's your point, Mike? Well, as far back as 1984 I have run into: "Mike, we don't want you to play because you will win; Mike, no one will enter our tournament if you enter." All of these tournaments awarded substantial prize money.

I have tried to enter charity events with the intent of donating some of anything I might win to the charity. Often I bring along promotional items or new products to auction off for the event (since I have the capability as a top ranked player with very supportive sponsors).

I have lost many more tournaments than I have won. Racquetball competition is always fierce. That is one of attractions for me. Now, more than ever, it is foolish to think that any one person will always win! To be refused entry to a tournament is very discouraging. Many professional players who have faced this same bias do not even play anymore.

Are the "amateurs" that don't want me in these events not accepting the money? Until racquetball is treated like any other sport in the world, and supposed "amateurs" do not play for money, I'll soon answer yet another phone call with, "Mike, we would love to have you play, but..."
WANTED!
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KILL

Family

of Racquetball Strings

ALIVE AND DURABLE!

DuraKill™

The most wanted of all racquetball strings!

This villain provides cool, efficient power in combination with the toughest, notch-resistant life in the business. Try it today — it's murder on your opponents!

PowerKill™

Wanted by merciless power hitters!

This deadly assassin is designed to provide unrelenting power in every shot of the game. String it up today and eliminate the competition!

SuperKill®

Wanted by racquetball players everywhere!

This desperado is known for its tough, yet resilient character at all levels of play. Recommended for any situation where you need to win!

ASHAWAY

24 Laurel Street, Ashaway, RI 02804 • 1 800 556-7260

The only U.S. manufacturer of racket strings
Neumann Tackified Racquetball Gloves add a new dimension of skill and confidence to the game. The patented Tackified palm and fingers provide a firm yet relaxed grip on the racquet that can’t be matched. No other glove can give the added control and power and get you set for that killshot.

The durability of the Neumann Tackified Racquetball Gloves is unmatched. This glove lasts game after game after game.

Among the several styles of Tackified Racquetball Gloves available, the Gladiator Glove is fast becoming the glove of choice by more and more players. In addition to the Tackified leather palm and fingers, the Gladiator features a patented rugged “Knuckle” protector that helps prevent bruised and injured knuckles when your play gets aggressive.

For better racket control and more power, slip on a Neumann Tackified Racquetball Glove next time you’re ready to play. You’ll see the difference in your game. And I personally guarantee your satisfaction.

LEWIS W. MULVANEY
PRESIDENT AND CEO

Neumann Tackified Racquetball Glove... improves control and power.

Our standard is innovation — not imitation.
(Editorial Comments)

Don’t Rule It Out Altogether

Why is it that the more you try to simplify things the more confusing they become?

A magazine that is produced five times a year is a concept that really puts people in a quandary. Well, it’s not a quarterly because that would only be four issues and it isn’t a bimonthly because that would be six issues. To make a confusing situation even more confusing some issues have two months on the cover and one issue has a season.

Subscribers are confused because they aren’t really sure when they are supposed to be getting magazines and newsstand buyers are confused because they really aren’t sure when to go to the bookstore and wait patiently by the counter for the clerk to shelve the magazine.

So, beginning with this issue there will no longer be month designations on the cover or the pages. There will continue to be five issues per year—four during the heavier racquetball playing season and one in the summer. The difference will be the cover designation. This is the Winter issue, available in December and good until February. The Spring issue will be available in February and continue until April. The Summer issue will be available in April and continue until June. The Special Instructional Issue will be available in July and good until September. The Fall issue will be available in October and good till the holidays.

Simple, huh? Damned right. Will that effect your subscription? Absolutely not. Will that change the cover price? Nope. Will I be able to play the violin after the operation? Did Lee Harvey Oswald actually pull the trigger? Why do they have artificial turf on baseball fields?

Mind boggling isn’t it?

Anyway, after this slight adjustment, we really don’t plan to change anything else in the near future. But don’t rule it out altogether.

-- S.Q.
Living with those aching muscles

Crampin' Your Style

By Richard Honaker, M.D., P.A.

Muscle cramps are common problems in athletes, especially those who either participate very vigorously in sports or those who do not stay in good shape between sports activities. Muscle cramps often occur in the calf and can prevent further sports activities until improved.

The calf muscle is primarily formed from the gastrocnemius muscle. A smaller soleus muscle is present in the calf also. These muscles act during contraction to pull the foot downward and to pull the lower leg backward. The blood supply to the muscles comes from the arteries which furnish nutrients and oxygen. The veins drain blood from the calf, carrying products of metabolism back to the central part of the body for excretion. Lactic acid is an important by-product of muscle contraction and exertion. This particular chemical may build up during overuse of muscles and may cause pain and muscle cramping. These cramps occur when the muscles go into powerful, sustained contractions.

A normal muscle contraction is influenced by the concentration of various chemicals such as potassium, calcium, and lactic acid, both inside and outside the muscle cells. Poor blood flow may result in a buildup of these chemicals or alterations in their concentration, thereby resulting in muscle cramps. Fluid loss, dehydration, inadequate conditioning, over exertion, fatigue, and poor stretching may also predispose to muscle cramps. There is usually no significant danger or permanent damage from this cramping. It does, however, signify certain imbalances which need to be corrected and prevented.

Treatment should begin with adequate stretching prior to exercise. You may stretch your calf muscles by standing with your heels against the wall and then touching your toes. Heel and toe walking also will help to limber up the posterior calf muscles as will pulling the toes upward to stretch the calf muscles. Adequate fluid intake is most important. This keeps blood flow and blood volume at the necessary level to feed the muscles and wash away the by-product chemicals of metabolism. This can effectively prevent cramping. Water is the best solution to drink, although Gatorade® is very good because of its scientifically determined balance of chemicals and electrolytes. Drinking small amounts of fluid frequently is better than large amounts infrequently. An adequate potassium intake may also help. Potassium is found primarily in cantaloupes, grapefruits, tomatoes, and bananas. Orange juice also has a generous supply. The important portion of potassium is the total body amount of potassium which is influenced by our daily intake. It is less affected by intake immediately before or during exercise. This is why eating a banana during exercise and activity will not be of much benefit. Also, salt tablets which have traditionally been given during workouts have no scientific basis for benefit. They may, in fact, be harmful as they draw water into the intestines and stomach, thereby increasing your dehydration slightly. Once a cramp has occurred, you must rest and gently stretch the involved muscle. The application of ice is most often beneficial; however, some people do better with heat. Gentle massage may also be beneficial.

Individuals who have recurrent, persistent, and debilitating muscle cramps must be evaluated for the presence of other diseases such as glandular disorders, circulatory problems, diabetes, neuritis, and other diseases of the muscles and nerves. Individuals on medications such as diuretics for hypertension are particularly prone to muscle cramps and these medicines may need to be adjusted.

The primary prevention techniques for this problem are adequate conditioning and adequate fluid intake. “Playing through” a cramp is not advised.
Unhappy Camper

You need to get your act together and get the magazine priorities straight. I just received the September-October issue which makes it about six weeks late in terms of average magazine delivery time. I wonder what the clubs that advertised tournaments on page 37 think about that?

In going through the magazine, I found 12 (twelve) pages of exceptionally boring write-ups about tournaments, 9 (nine) pages of overblown statistics about standings and a plethora of ads supposedly balanced by one medical page on rotator cuff, a half a page on nutrition, 2 letters and 5 (five) measly paragraphs on instruction.

I think you are misreading the wants of the average racquetball player. Most of the ones I come in contact with in this area (I play a lot of tournaments) seem far more interested in nutrition, medical help for sports injuries related to racquetball and most importantly, ways to improve their game. I very seldom hear any talk amongst the top open players (much less the A, B, C, & D players) regarding who won what tournament in the pros and who’s number one (or two or three, etc.)

Perhaps it would behoove you to encourage your staff to do a little grass roots investigation about how your subscribers and potential subscribers think you’re doing. It may hurt to find out how many think it’s mostly garbage but maybe it will enhance the future of your magazine. At the rate you’re going you may not last another year, if that long.

I suspect that you will avoid printing this letter like the plague since it outlines problems that I’m sure others have complained about. The accompanying flak when others start to respond in like manner would probably put you’re [sic] entire company into a deep funk from which you might never recover.

F. Owens
New Orleans, LA

Ah, Fritz, I bet you didn’t even like the color of the type on the cover.

Ditto

I was very disappointed in the Sept/Oct 1993 issue. After waiting for what seemed like 6 months the issue had only one short (less than one page) instructional article out of 49 pages.

I am buying the magazine in order to improve my game. Please provide more tips, instruction, and strategy articles.

G. Scouen
Arlington Heights, IL

Check out the tips in the special Target Training section of this issue. It is a feature you will be seeing more of in the months to come. Also look for more of Gregg Peck Basics, a new strategy feature by Mike Ray, a reappearance of Steve Strandmangian instructorals, and lots more from America’s Most Wanted and other top instructors across the country.

Wow.

Did we goof or what?

In the September/October issue we mistakenly identified the second place finishers in the Men’s and Women’s Open Divisions of the U.S. Amateur Nationals.

In Men’s Open play, Michael Bronfeld finished second instead of Tim Sweeney who lost in the Semifinals.

In Women’s Open play, Malia Bailey took second instead of Robin Levine who lost in the Semifinals.
Attacking your opponent is definitely an art form. Too often, the idea of the attack conjures up images of ruthlessly aggressive competitors that will win at any cost and try to kill every ball. Executed correctly, the attack is the blending of strategy with physical ability to out-play your opponent. With some insight, a little planning, and some diligent practice, you may begin painting masterpieces while your opponents are still finger painting.

To minimize on-court outbursts and to eliminate the eternal question, "How could I ever lose to that person?" Let's first dispense with the myth that you must roll-out every ball - at Mach 5. Nobody wins by going for the supersonic flat roll on every dive, every overhead, every deep court set up. Sorry all you big shooters out there, harder is not always better. One problem is that the harder you swing, the tougher it is to control the ball. The more you try to roll out, the more you are going to skip. It's that simple. Seventy percent of all racquetball matches are lost by one competitor, not won by the other. That means to win every match all you have to do is hit the front wall one more time than your opponent, and you win. Keep in mind that this can only happen when you play within your capabilities. Sound simple? Good, it is.

The proper definition of attacking your opponent in racquetball is simply to hit every shot with an offensive mindset that will exploit your opponent's weaknesses and feed your strengths. To see the vast differences of how this is accomplished, let's look at the differences in the game styles of some very visible players. The animal references I use for these types of players will fit most of the opponents you encounter at the club or tournament level as well.

The Poisonous Spiders

For instance, Mike Ray and Jack Newman will attack opponents like deadly spiders. They are very patient and very tactical while hitting lob serves and lots of ceiling balls. Players like this wait patiently for the slightest mistake, then WHAM! They strike, leaving their opponents shaking their heads, wondering how they got caught in a web of wits. Believe me when I tell you Jack and Mike are thinking offense and attack when they are hitting pinpoint angles and ceilings. Don't let their casual court demeanor fool you, their poison is deadly.

The Raging Bulls

Now let's look at powerhouse players like Tim Doyle and Egan Inoue. These guys attack like raging bulls. They're going through whatever gets in their way with raw power. They will hit one drive serve after another and blast balls until their arms fall off. So, if you aren't ready...
for this onslaught you better book an early flight home. There is no mistake about the mind set of these guys. "Hi, nice to meet you, now I'm going to blow you away. Nothing personal, of course." You know how they will be running for you, you just don't have much you can do about it.

The Deadly Snakes

The last game style is one of organized confusion. You might even call it a hybrid of the other styles. These guys are the snakes that carry the venom of a cobra and the power of a python. Although the players themselves know what they're doing, the opponent running in circles isn't always as fortunate. Players such as Andy Roberts and Cliff Swain will lob serve you, then ace you, hit a good ceiling ball, then shoot and roll the next one. Constant pressure is evident from the confused look on their opponent's faces who realize defeat is inevitable. The only question remaining is how can a match end so fast? Since this type of player is the master of both the more traditional styles, they can switch approaches just when you start catching on, often in the middle of a rally.

Tips For Attacking Your Opponent

Know your limits This simply means to recognize your strengths and understand your weaknesses. When this is done you will have the dos and don'ts of your capabilities, allowing you to feed your strengths. Often, you must take risks in leaving behind what is safe to hit better and better shots, but you should always clearly know when to do this, and when to use the shots that are the bread and butter of your game. It is the bread and butter shots that build consistently and should make up much more of your play and practice time.

Be disciplined with your shot selection. The two biggies are (1) hit each shot giving you center court and thus a chance to win the rally and (2) don't shoot balls when you are off balance and out of position.

Go to the ceiling to move your opponent so you can get center court where you are in a good position for the next shot. Contrary to popular belief, ceiling balls are not just for defense, they move your opponent to your advantage in the life size chess match you are playing on the court. Do it with offensive intentions! This will increase your intensity, ball awareness, opponent awareness, and racquet preparation.

Know your opponent's weaknesses and how you are going to take advantage of them. Look for shots kicking off the back wall from raging bulls. Look for ceiling balls that fall short or angles that come off badly from poisonous spiders. Keep the deadly snakes off balance where they are more controllable.

Remember that Rome wasn't built in a day, so results might not be instantaneous. Develop your own style of attack, and practice it tirelessly. Be ready to take control, adjust systematically to keep the advantage, play your strengths and win!
Tearing Down the Walls

By Larry Heflin, USTPA Pro 1

After looking at the five walls of basic development in a previous issue (KILLSHOT #10, Summer 1993), it seemed the next step should be to put the system to work by applying it to real situations and game styles. The system is simply a way of categorizing stages of development in terms of walls that can impede progress. The idea is that understanding, insight, and practice in each of these five areas are all necessary to progress in racquetball or any competitive sport. The five areas or walls are: Basic Fundamentals, Patience & Consistency, Styles & Strategies, Weapons, and Mental Toughness.

Understanding racquetball in terms of these walls can help in two ways. First, the knowledge of how far you have climbed on each wall will show you what to address to improve. Second, assessing your opponent’s position on each of these walls gives tremendous insight into how to play a given match to win.

When we look at various combinations of strengths and weaknesses in terms of these walls, suddenly some strikingly familiar stereotypes appear. The names were a lot of fun to pin on since each one conjures up images of someone I have known and played over the years. There are many possible combinations, especially if you take into consideration even minute differences in progress toward climbing each wall.

If you play these characters, don’t ever give them a break. If you are one of these characters, you’d better get busy!

The Dinker

The dinker’s fundamental techniques are poor but he has developed the patience of “Job” and the consistency to go with it. He definitely has a style, although I’m not sure it fits into one of my two main categories. This player can be difficult on his opponent’s “off days” since his consistency allows him to play the same-day-in, day out. However, because he bypassed his fundamental wall, he has been unable to develop any weapons and therefore can only wait for his opponents to beat themselves. What few weapons he feels he has are seldom fundamentally sound and are usually ripped apart by someone who really knows what he’s doing. When this player runs up against another player who has climbed all the walls, more than likely, he will lose.

This guy must go back to work on his basics if he is to improve. Time is very important here since the longer the dinker plays like this, the more difficult it may be to acquire a sound grasp of the fundamentals. Only after the dinker climbs high on the basic fundamentals wall can he really start to do much with real weapons, legitimate styles and strategies, or mental toughness.

Weaknesses
• poor fundamentals
• can’t improve without major changes
• few practical weapons
• rarely controls play

Strengths
• very patient, very consistent

If this is you...

Work on basics! Practice [1] basic strokes (forehand, backhand, drive, ceiling,) and their components (grip, racquet prep, stroke mechanics, follow through, etc.) [2] footwork, [3] movement and positioning, and [4] shot selection (down-the-line, cross court, pinch, ceiling, etc.). Seek out books and videos for the correct techniques. Work with local instructors or club pros. Invest the time and money for good racquetball clinics and camps. As you build the base from which to work, begin real work on styles & strategies, weapons, and mental toughness.

If this is your opponent...

He is waiting to get in a rally-ending dink, or for you to “mess up”. Don’t allow either. Concentrate on your own patience and consistency to avoid beating yourself. Force him to play organized rallies that keep him from confusing things or setting up for some bizarre shot. Consistency with a good command of the basics will often beat him without even using any fancy weapons.

The Killer

The killer has great fundamentals, and many weapons (which he tries to show off as much as possible). Most of the time this
player has completely ignored the consistency wall and has gone up the strategy wall only a short distance. He has spent a lot of time working on all his weapons but can’t quite figure out why his shots work in practice but not in matches. This player generally has a hard time recognizing that his problem is consistency. Once he comes to terms with this, improvement will start immediately.

Weaknesses
- often “jumps the gun” missing would-be set-ups.
- allows lots of escapes from his intense onslaught

Strengths
- good technique
- when his shots are on, he’s awesome
- killer instinct

If this is you...
Play more and more consistent players and match their consistency. Watch a match of similarly skilled players and notice how often winners don’t have to be perfect kills. Analyze players of all levels to determine what it takes to win a given match. Chart a match via the Steve Strandemo system (KILLSHOT #9, March/April 1993). Try professional instructors, clinics and camps to improve court position so that you have more set ups to utilize your weapons.

If this is your opponent...
Pressure him to keep him from properly setting up, causing skips and balls left up. Know your basics and have your weapons ready so you can capitalize upon the opportunities the killer’s inconsistencies bring.

Mr. Nice Guy

This guy appears to have it all: great looking strokes, consistency, good feel for strategy, and at least one or two weapons. When you casually watch him play, you swear that he is winning his match. However, when he comes off the court he has lost yet another match. As you watch his matches more closely you will discover that while he is winning a lot of rallies, he wins the ones for side-outs, not for points. Inevitably he seems to skip his kill attempts, or double fault short, or play a serve that would have been long. He is the kind of guy who will call his own shot “down” even before his opponent can make the call. Clearly the only missing ingredient in his game is mental toughness or what we used to call “killer instinct”. He lacks the concentration to effectively control the rally.

While I would never advocate the abandonment of good sportsmanship, there is something vital to the game in the passion to win. We have seen no better pro matches than the Hogan-Bumfield days when the will to win meant stopping at nothing and treachery and physical harm were never out of the question. Without a thirst for victory, improvement would be meaningless and reading an instructional article would be a waste of time.

Weaknesses
- unable to put all of his talents together for the win

### Performance Racquet Sports

"Everyday low prices & friendly service"

800-358-2294

**Open M-F 8am - 5pm**

**Local 303-447-9795**

**Rackets**
- Dunlop • Estein • Head
- Prince • Pro Kennex
- Spalding • Wilson
- Macraft
- Strings
- Velcoi• Alpha • Ashaway
- Babolat • Gamma • Head
- Prince • Tecnifibre • Toa
- Wilson • Winn

**Accessories**
- Dampeners • Headtape
- Braces • Gloves • Eyewear
- Swimming Goggles

**Grips**
- Velcoi • Gamma • Gripsy
- Babolat • Prince • Stellar
- Tourmagn • What A Grip
- Tacki Mac • Wilson • Winn

**Balls**
- Wilson-Wim
- Spalding
- Pro Kennex
- Tecnilibre • Toa

**Court Equipment**
- Nets • Windscreens
- Stringing Machines
- Ball Hoppers • Ball Machines
- Rebound Units • Ball Mowers
- Brooms • Sweepers • ROL Ots
- Score Cards • Water Coolers

**Call & Save**

Always the low price on the brands you trust. ALWAYS!

Regular UPS shipping $3.50

1261 Polo Place • Broomfield, CO 80020
Question: How do you size-up an opponent's game style?

Jim Winterton, Coach, World Champion U.S. National Racquetball Team

I start by watching a player's serves to see what tempo he likes. Most players are one tempo players. They play up tempo (power) or a slower tempo (control). Only the very best players can play well at both tempos. Sometimes in coaching, you may work with an athlete that is amazing in one style, and know that he needs to work with the other style to beat a given opponent. If you are not careful, you can damage a great player in his own right trying to make him do everything well.

After the tempo a player likes, I size him up by his coverage tendencies. If he plays up, he's a puncher, play him with down-the-lines and wide angle crosses. If he plays deep, he's a counter puncher, play him with pinches and low boards.

Mary Lyons, Racquetball Teaching Pro, Racquetpower, Jacksonville, Florida, P.A.R.I. Instructor

I sum up opponents' game styles in my head as players that are patient vs. players that force shots. Usually power players are the forcers while control players are the patient ones. The patient ones play high percentages, and will wait until they get a good set before shooting the ball. They will go to the ceiling or other defensive shots to maneuver their opponents as much as necessary until they get the set. Forcers will shoot the ball as much as possible, often going for an offensive shot on a low percentage opportunity. They are the short hoppers, aggressive at all times.

I'm basically a patient player. Forcers play right into my trap. I would always rather play the percentages against the aggressive types. I let them set the pace, but get them to hit what I want them to. If I find myself up against another patient player, I become the forcer. I play more aggressively against these players.

Drew Kachtik, #4, TransCoastal International Racquetball Tour, Former Professional National Champion

When I label a player's game style, I put more emphasis on his weaknesses. When I watch a player that I'm going to play, I notice how hard he hits, but I notice more about his court position. I'm looking for weaknesses, so I want to know where he has trouble so I can hit balls to that area. Specifically, I pay special attention to common problem areas like shots off the back wall, backhands, etc. I look for how the guy he's playing gets in winners. I also want to know what he does well to stay away from.

Larry Lyles, Coach, Fifteen time World Champion Memphis State University Racquetball Team

Power is a huge factor today. After that I look for foot speed, and how that translates into court coverage. Always being on the attack seems vital in today's game. Power can certainly be countered with placement and coverage, but the days of playing for precision to let your opponent beat himself are all but gone. In fact, all my students know that if they go to the ceiling more than a couple of times in a row, they are likely to get burned. With today's equipment and level of competition, the margin for error on a defensive shot is extremely low. The successful control game today is more like that of Jack Newman. It relies on control, but is deadly aggressive. Newman has the precision and the confidence to use control as a deadly weapon. Roberts, Ray, Swain, and other top pros go about it differently, but all constantly attack. Even if you play a control game, you have to be aggressive on the attack.

Allen Golombek, P.A.R.I. Instructor, U.S.R.S.A. Stringer, Certified Referee

I think of game styles by what mistakes a player makes. I look for weaknesses such as movement, stroke mechanics, court positioning, etc. Often I can pick simple mistakes such as poor concentration on the ball. This lack of concentration can mean problems with movement and court coverage, as well as with swing mechanics. I also watch for footwork, especially with the rear leg. Whatever the weaknesses I see, I want to capitalize on them. Once you find these weaknesses, hit to them in deep court where all of his problems will be magnified.
New Orleans
Elmwood Summer Cooler
Swain Heats Up Summer Cooler
By Aaron Katz

One of the premiere fitness and sports medicine centers in the U.S., New Orleans’ Elmwood Fitness Center has become an industry model for its progressive programs and state of the art innovations. The prevailing thinking is that since the facility offers racquetball, the best players in the world should be an annual part of the racquetball program. In this light, the pros of the IRT become a temporary part of the Elmwood team each year making sure that the racquetball at Elmwood is as state-of-the-art as the rehab, gymnastics, and strength & conditioning programs are. To the pros, it is a perfect showcase for all-out war.

The 32’s gave southern spectators an opportunity to see some very promising young talent drop into the draw from the qualifiers. The best effort of the round came from Mike Engle, who put up a good four game battle before falling to a more experienced Todd O’Neil. Tour regular Dave Sable went up in flames in a frustrating battle with Mike Guidry that turned into a verbal war with referee Jason Krickorian. Sable, a very talented but controversial figure on the IRT earned that rare distinction of drawing a technical that left him with a -1 score at the end of the third and final game.

Guidry, the youngest player on the tour, took out the #5 seed Drew Kachtik in the tournament’s first upset. New Orleans, Kachtik’s home away from home, always seems particularly important since parents and friends are courtside for the event. Kachtik got off to a 2 games to 0 lead when Guidry, as he had done several times in the past, delivered a series of diving

Cliff Swain and Mike Guidry in the quarters at the Elmwood Fitness Center.

Paul Sancya
New Orleans' Elmwood Fitness Center
Division of Ochsner Medical Center

The IRT plays in a very diverse array of court facilities. Each host facility is unique in many respects. When the tour played in New Orleans this year, it became clear that something was particularly unique about the Elmwood Fitness Center.

The goal of director Ken Kachtik and staff is to provide the absolute best possible equipment, personnel, and programs in every single area of the facility. The result is a fitness center that offers every type of equipment and trainer under the sun. The sports medicine - rehab center is an arm of the famous Ochsner Medical Center. The Kidsports and Teen Fitness programs are the brainchild of award winning teacher and strength and fitness coach Jesse Barksdale. The gymnastics team receives instruction from former Soviet Olympic coaches. The aquatics program boasts Olympic medalist Ashley Tappin as one of its participants.

The yearly appearance, then, of the IRT on Elmwood's racquetball courts seems only natural in a club where it is the norm to provide the best of everything. The thinking behind the annual event is that the racquetball program should offer the best, and that means bringing in the IRT. At a time when many clubs have witnessed a drop in racquetball participation, Elmwood keeps its players motivated by offering a regular dose of in-your-face professional racquetball.
Cliff Swain
11-2, 11-5, 10-12, 11-5
Bret Harnett

SEMS
Harnett d. Gonzalez
11-5, 11-6, 11-4
Swain d. Ray
11-4, 11-0, 11-9

QUARTERS
Harnett d. Roberts
11-9, 8-11, 9-11, 11-2
Gonzalez d. Doyle
1-11, 11-9, 6-11, 13-11, 11-9
Ray d. Newman
8-11, 11-7, 4-11, 11-7, 11-8
Swain d. Guidry
11-7, 11-3, 11-3

SIXTEENS
Roberts d. Ellis
11-7, 11-2, 4-11, 9-11, 11-8
Harnett d. Johnson
11-3, 11-2, 7-11, 11-7
Doyle d. O'Neil
11-4, 11-2, 3-11, 8-11, 11-5
Gonzalez d. McKinney
11-8, 11-3, 5-11, 11-5
Ray d. Reiff
9-11, 6-11, 12-10, 11-1, 11-8
Newman d. Katz
11-4, 11-5, 6-11, 11-6
Guidry d. Kachik
8-11, 10-12, 11-2, 11-7, 11-5
Swain d. Close
1-11, 11-6, 8-11, 8-11, 11-2

New Orleans

Jack Newman and Mike Ray provided a control player's delight. Ray sought revenge from The TransCoastal Grand Nationals, while Newman tried to maintain a big winning streak. Once again the match went down to the wire with Ray putting on his Houdini act and escaping in the tie-breaker after trailing 8-4. Ray had already escaped four match points in the round of 16 against Memphis State's Scott Reiff.

Recognized for years as one of the greats, Bret Harnett, took the court against one of the tour's most consistent players, Andy Roberts. Harnett's periodic absences from touring and his changes of sponsorship over the last several years have made both his appearances and his play somewhat unpredictable. However, when Harnett is on, he is still one of the most explosive players on the tour. His 110% effort on every point in this match seemed to wear out Roberts. Roberts was presumably still recovering from his marathon win over national amateur champ John Ellis the previous evening. After taking a two games to one lead, Andy was never in the last two games as Harnett advanced decisively to his first semifinal in several tournaments.

Swain quickly dispatched of Guidry in three in the last quarterfinal, frustrating the young Texan with his deceptive left handed serves. This one left their career match count at 6 - 0 Swain.

The semifinals and finals produced only blowouts. Swain dominated Ray with a rare victory in three straight over the former national champ. Harnett never let Gonzalez into their brief match by using his characteristic array of flat rolls.

Harnett and Swain, the two hardest hitting left-handers present arguably one of the best match-ups ever in the pro game. Swain stole the show by giving one of the best displays of power racquetball ever seen. Even after an impressive Harnett comeback from 4 - 10 to win 12 - 10 in the third, Swain regained control to close it out in the fourth.

San Luis Potosi
Club Deportivo Potosino
South of the Border
By Mark Henry

The IRT's first visit south of the border produced quite a stir for Mexico's racquetball community with the inaugural event in San Luis Potosi. Top IRT pros were greeted with lots of celebration and media attention. Consistently producing one of the top national teams in international amateur play, Mexico is no stranger to great racquetball. However no one could have anticipated the level of excitement and intensity of the pros upon expanding the international boundaries of the tour. In fact it was difficult to tell who was the most pumped, the pros playing their first Mexican tour stop, or the Mexican qualifiers entering their first pro event.

In addition to some very respectable efforts from the Mexican participants, the early rounds saw a few different faces advance into the quarters. Tour rookie Engle found himself in his first IRT quarter. O'Neil also made an appearance in the...
Cliff Swain and John Ellis battled to the finals in San Luis Potosi, Mexico with Swain coming out on top.

Guidry proved to be too much as he dispatched Gonzalez in four games.

Guidry continued his run as he seems determined to break into the upper echelon of the IRT with a gutsy five game win over Roberts. In a match that featured some tremendous shot making by Roberts and unbelievable retrieving by Guidry, Guidry advanced to his second career semifinal.

Woody Clouse, finding himself in the quarters following a pair of one-sided three game rounds, played some of the best ball of his career. While Clouse
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Cliff Swain and John Ellis battled to the finals in San Luis Potosi, Mexico with Swain coming out on top.
in the 1985 Ektelon National finals."

The semifinals featured three of four left-handers for the second consecutive event. Doyle put an end to Guidry’s first attempt at a final with a closely contested four game match. Clouse continued to play inspired ball as he also sought the first finals appearance of his career. With an 8-4 lead in the breaker it looked like Clouse was there until some inopportune skips. Clutch serves by Swain just when he needed them advanced him to yet another final.

Swain continued his winning ways as he defeated the scrappy Doyle. These are the two heaviest hitters in the game today and there were plenty of fireworks but Swain had a little too much as he increased his stranglehold on the #1 ranking early in the 1993-94 season.

Montreal
VCI Challenge Series
Forget NAFTA, IRT Goes North
By Aaron Katz

The IRT solidified the “T” in its title as the players headed north of the border to Club 230, located in a suburb of Montreal. Encountering the second language barrier of this early season, the pros persisted through their own lack of communication skills in French and a confusing monetary rate of exchange to play what is quickly becoming a favorite tour stop and one of the six big opportunities at the VCI Challenge Cup.

The trend of the top eight advancing to the quarters was once again prevalent. This is a disturbing trend as the tremendous growth of the tour has not seemed to bring out a commensurate increase in younger talent. Here, there were a few good prospects for future stars from among Canada’s best young amateur players.

The quarters featured some great

had been building momentum, most everyone in Stockton expected Ray’s unbearable consistency and flawless forehand to stop him cold. On a streak that produced some amazing shots including more than his share of flat rolls, Clouse frustrated Ray with a win in three straight.

Doyle’s hard work both on and off the court was starting to show as he advanced to the semifinals with a tough five game win over Newman. Doyle has identified some weaknesses and has diligently worked on them over the past year to develop a better all around game. Always gifted with tremendous power, Doyle seems determined to iron out his few weaknesses with the help of some of the best trainers in pro sports.

The last quarterfinal produced some of the most intense racquetball as Swain went at it with Kachtik for five brutal games. Kachtik is one of the few players that can match Swain’s intensity on the court. In Stockton he was unable to match Swain’s play as Swain increased his undefeated streak over Kachtik as well as the entire state of Texas. (For history buffs Swain began his dominance over the Lone Star State with a victory over Gregg Peck in the 1985 Ektelon National finals.)
rivalries and tremendous intensity. Kachtik, who switched back to the Strobe the day before the tournament had Ektelon contemplating whether to bring it back as he returned to the form of his National Title year in 1991 and defeated Roberts in four hotly contested games. Dan Obremks, mired in a year long slump put up a brief battle against Ray but was met with disappointment as Ray advanced to the semifinals with a workman-like performance.

Doyle raced off to a 2-0 games lead against Gonzalez that had many fans marking this one over. However, Gonzalez has made his career on victories when none gave him a chance. He mounted his comeback with a slice serve to Doyle’s forehand. Gonzalez used that serve for three consecutive game victories to send Doyle home confused to say the least.

The last quarter between Swain and Guidry provided some great rauquetball for the first two games as the two southpaws split 11-8. However the younger Guidry was unable to sustain the high level of play as Swain quickly disposed of him in games three and four to advance to the semis.

In the semis, Ray, earned the nickname “cardiac kid”, by winning three tightly contested games 13-11, 12-10, and 11-9, as Kachtik uncharacteristically let 10-3 and 10-6, leads slip away in the first two games. Next, while Swain was shooting for his fourth consecutive event victory (if someone can remember the last time a pro won three straight - not to mention three straight in three different countries - write in and let us know), Gonzalez surprised everyone by digging in and gutting out the match in what this author will remember as one of the most remarkable comebacks ever.

The finals provided
few fireworks as Ray dominated his sometimes doubles partner for his first tour victory since March, and an early stake in the coveted VCI Challenge Cup.

Chicago Woodfield Halloween Classic Kachtik Haunts the Tour By Ralph Kusche

It seems that the snow that has fallen on Chicago the past three years for the Woodfield Halloween Classic still surprises players as much each year as the outcome of the tournament. This year’s draw in the windy city saw some top qualifying talent from the northern U.S. as well as the current national amateur champ Ellis, former champ Chris Cole, and 30+ champ Jimmy Lowe.

In a particularly impressive comeback, qualifier Jason Thoerner went to a fifth game against the #5 seed Kachtik after losing the first two. The bewildered Kachtik regained composure for the win. Other five-gamers in the opening round included Cole over Roger Harripersad, Johnson over Brian Rankin, and a bitter psychological struggle with last year’s Canadian national champ Mike Ceresia over Dan Fowler.

In the all-important sixteens, Katz strategic style effectively countered Doyle’s serve-and-shoot game through five great games before Doyle conquered in the fifth. The always-vocal Clouse ignited in the course of the ultra-close confrontation with Guidry in a verbal show of strength that worked the crowd to perfection. Clouse saw two opportunities to serve for the match in game five before Guidry coolly served out the match.

The quarters produced one of this season’s biggest upsets as #8 Guidry beat Swain in five. Featuring two of the fastest players on the tour, the unbelievable became routine by game five with diving gets such as Swain’s six foot through the air full lunges for a back wall save that left even seasoned spectators stunned. At 9-8, Guidry went for the backhand overhead front corner kill that Cliff thought skipped. With the call in his favor, Guidry went for broke to grab the next point and garner the biggest win of his young career.

Also in the quarters, Kachtik captured the next battle in his ongoing war with Gonzalez with a surprisingly easy three game win. Against Ray, Doyle blasted a streak of ace serves that was the stuff of which nightmares are made. Roberts dispatched Newman in three games that were uncharacteristically quick, especially in Newman’s home club.

Against Guidry, Kachtik served virtually all hard Z’s to the backhand that often brought back easy set-ups for put-aways. While Guidry again displayed his incredible speed with several spectacular gets, Kachtik never let him ride the momentum from his win against Swain. Neither Roberts or Doyle was willing to relinquish center court without a struggle in their blood feud. Doyle took an early lead in game five before Roberts ran seven points to get to 9-3. A brief Doyle comeback attempt that included one service ace and a broken ball was the only interruption for Roberts as he continued blasting for the win.

The final was smart and fast as both Kachtik and Roberts continually changed their service games to counter punch the other. With Roberts up 3-0 in the fifth, Kachtik thought a Roberts’ backhand split had skipped. The call going in Roberts’ favor, Kachtik seemed to jump another intensity level. He threw caution to the wind to crank his best backhands of the day. At 4-7, Kachtik made diving gets on the next two points while rolling out the ball on opposite side wall cracks for 6-7. In the next point, Kachtik didn’t have to dive but found the crack again on his way to 9-7. Trading only one more side out and one more point, Kachtik closed the match at 11-8.
### IRT

1. Cliff Swain (2)  
   Braintree, Massachusetts
2. Andy Roberts (1)  
   Memphis, Tennessee
3. Mike Ray (3)  
   Hilton Head, South Carolina
4. Drew Kachtik (7)  
   Dallas, Texas
5. Tim Doyle (5)  
   Huntington Beach, California
6. Ruben Gonzalez (4)  
   Staten Island, New York
7. Jack Newman (6)  
   Hoffman Estates, Illinois
8. Bret Hamett (10)  
   Las Vegas, Nevada
9. Mike Guidry (10)  
   Dallas, Texas
10. Dave Johnson (8)  
    Huntington Beach, California
11. Woody Clouse  
    Jacksonville, Florida
12. Dan Obremski (12)  
    Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
13. Aaron Katz (11)  
    Dallas, Texas
14. Egan Inoue (15)  
    Honolulu, Hawaii
15. Mike Ceresia (16)  
    Montreal, Quebec, Canada
16. Todd O'Neill (14)  
    Dallas, Texas

### WPRA

1. Michelle Gould (1)  
   Boise, Idaho
2. Marci Drexler (2)  
   San Diego, California
3. Malia Bailey (3)  
   Norfolk, Virginia
4. Jacqueline Paraizo-Gibson (4)  
   San Diego, California
5. Lynne Coburn (5)  
   Baltimore, Maryland
6. Kaye Kuhfeld (6)  
   Indianapolis, Indiana
7. Toni Bevelock (7T)  
   Santa Ana, California
7. Molly O'Brien (7T)  
   Souderton, Pennsylvania
9. Chris Evon (9)  
   San Diego, California
10. Caryn McKinney (10)  
    Atlanta, Georgia
11. Ellen Crawford (11)  
    Minoa, New York
12. Robin Levine (12)  
    Sacramento, California
13. Laura Fenton (13)  
    Lincoln, Nebraska
14. Cheryl Gudinas (14)  
    Lisle, Illinois
15. Robin Whimire (15)  
    Atlanta, Georgia
16. Cindy Doyle (16)  
    Omaha, Nebraska
### VCI Challenge Cup Series

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1T</td>
<td>Cliff Swain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1T</td>
<td>Mike Ray</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Andy Roberts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Ruben Gonzalez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5T</td>
<td>Drew Kachtik</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5T</td>
<td>Tim Doyle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Dan Obremski</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8T</td>
<td>Mike Guidry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8T</td>
<td>Woody Clouse</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### American Amateur Racquetball Association

#### 45+

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Bill Wolfe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Bob Gravelyn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Jay Schwartz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Johnny Hennen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Ray Huss</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Agatha Falso</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Linda Miller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Bev Powell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4T</td>
<td>June Riggs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4T</td>
<td>Kendra Tutsch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4T</td>
<td>Betty Gilliland</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Pennsylvania Racquetball Association

#### Open

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Doug Ganim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>David Hamilton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Ed Davidson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Dave Eagle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Tom Travers</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Elaine Hooghe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Amy Kilbane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Gerri Stoffregen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Kerri Stoffregen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Cindy Grace</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Mens 30+

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Kelvin Vantrease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Dave Eagle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Tom Travers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Dave Kovanda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Steve Lerner</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Womens A

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Elaine Thompson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Allison Thomas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Susan Kallman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Regina Hannon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Tara Hessert</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Racquetball Canada

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Sherman Greenfeld</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Simon Roy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Mike Ceresa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Haydn Jones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Doug McQuarrie</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Carol McFetridge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Sue McTaggart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Josee Grandmaître</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Vicki (Brown) Shanks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Linda Ellerington</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The featured state in the next issue of VCI Spreadsheet will be Ohio.
Looking up from his pad scribbled with orders, a young man waiting tables was surprised to encounter the familiar face of a high school classmate sitting patiently at one of his tables. "Doyle?!?" was the waiter's shocked exclamation. Now this may not seem so unusual except that the restaurant involved was in the Chicago suburb of Hoffman Estates, the pair had been classmates several years before in Buffalo, New York, and the individual sitting patiently awaiting his food was indeed Tim Doyle of Portland Oregon.

Doyle, oblivious to the discrepancy in time and space, was genuinely pleased to stumble upon an old friend and offered only a simple "Oh, hey man". The pair chatted happily for some time about other old friends and the subtleties of growing up in Buffalo, but at no time did Doyle even remotely acknowledge the unlikelihood of the encounter. By the time they had finished talking, the rest of the group at the table had accepted the situation just as matter-of-factly as Doyle had.

You are quite justified now in asking what this "small world" story about a chance encounter has to do with racquetball. The answer is that this story helps us understand just why Doyle is one of the five best players in the world today. The key is in his reaction. The guy cannot be surprised. He's calm. He's confident. His quiet good nature and boyish grin belie the fact that he can rip a racquetball with the power of a raging freight train. But most importantly, nothing rattles him.

If there was ever a kid destined to be a racquetball pro, Doyle is it. The recipient of more than his share of natural speed and strength, Doyle came of age in a true racquetball family. Around the age of eight, he started playing racquetball at the club his parents owned. The household produced not only a future IRT star, but also his sister Cindy, who would go on to play on the national team, win the intercollegiates, and play successfully on the women's pro tour.

Something of a seasoned veteran by the teenage years when many players discover the game, Doyle's ability had been evident very early. By the middle of the 1980's, he would capture the fourteen & under and the sixteen & under national titles. Doyle immediately caught the attention of the racquetball community with his athletic talent, his dedication to improvement, and his quiet confidence at such an early age.

On the court, Doyle's weapons include lightning reflexes, an uncanny court sense, and a serve that reaches about a gazillion miles per hour. He comes into every match genuinely believing that he will win, and usually does. But nothing, I mean nothing, takes him by surprise.

Doyle's coolness is not for lack of passion. His play is clever and spirited. In fact, one particularly bad day at the 1991 Stockton pro stop saw Doyle go up in a fiery blaze of emotion that enthralled fans and earned him on-court fines well into the triple digits.

Doyle's perfectly-timed snide remarks and quick comebacks cut opponents to the
Above: Doyle as member of US amateur team. Top right Making a point in a pro match with Cliff Swain. Right: Getting some pointers from team coach Jim Winterton at the 1991 amateur Nationals. Bottom right: Warming up.

bone. The ESPN broadcast of the VCI Championships last summer captured him calmly “last wording” Andy Roberts. This is an especially difficult task since Roberts is as quick on the draw in a battle of wits as he is on the court. Doyle, however, doesn’t shy away from confrontation.

“It’s natural that Andy and I became such rivals,” remarks Doyle. “Andy came up through the junior ranks like I did, we match-up pretty well in a lot of areas, and we’ve been going at each other a long time.”

Four years Doyle’s senior, Roberts was to be Doyle’s doubles partner on the U.S. national team for international amateur competition, in 1991, the year the IRT pros withdrew from all amateur play. Until that year, players could keep their amateur status and still play the pro tour by turning over pro winnings to a special trust fund to hold until they relinquished their amateur status. Before the decision to pull out of amateur competition, Doyle captured 6 national doubles titles, and two national singles championships.

The transition to the pro tour came easily for Doyle. 1990 was his second season on the IRT. It was also the year the pros went to the one serve rule. With the two serve opportunity leaving too much margin for error, players like Egan Inoue and Cliff Swain were blasting ace after ace (or at least a serve that brought about an extremely weak return)- even on second serve! The pros
adopted the one serve rule to help bring back the purest element of racquetball, the rally. At the second event of the season, the Chelsea's Pro-Am in Salem, Oregon, the pros experimented with a quadrant-serve rule similar to squash. While the tournament went well, quadrant serving in racquetball was a bit too bizarre. Doyle was one of the best rising stars, relying heavily upon his ballistic serves. Rather than complain about the experimental rule, he just kept blasting to win the event. The established tour players couldn't handle his serve, even when they knew where it was going to hit.

Since that time, Doyle has claimed another event victory at the Woodfield Halloween Classic in Chicago in 1991, and numerous pro final appearances. He was shut out last season from any pro stop victories by the big four: Cliff Swain, Andy Roberts, Mike Ray, and Ruben Gonzalez.

When asked how he will retaliate, Doyle comes alive. "I'm working harder than ever before with some of the best trainers in professional sports," he asserts with enthusiasm. "I've been working with Scott Phelps on speed and quickness training, and with Stephen Schaffer on strength training. These guys are famous in elite sports circles for their work with NFL and major league baseball players. I'm getting noticeably stronger and faster, and for me that's the best motivation there is. I look forward to training, it's serious, but it's not like work, it's what I want to be doing, like a great hobby."

While the bigger pro sports interested Doyle (Larry Bird and Magic Johnson

Left: Discussing a difference of opinion in a match with Dan Obremński.
Opposite: Against Mike Ray at the Woodfield Racquet Club, Chicago.
being the closest thing he has to heroes), his emphasis has always been racquetball. "I played high school basketball," Doyle remembers, "But racquetball was always more important to me. That's why I've trained so hard over the years."

Doyle's past training efforts have included endless drills at home in Buffalo, top notch training and coaching as one of the nation's most talented juniors, and moving to Columbus, Ohio during college years to train with Doug and Dave Ganim and to compete in that state's famous Coors Light Series. Later, to keep learning and growing, Doyle moved to the breeding ground of pro racquetball, Southern California. Over the years of training, he has adopted one simple aim, do whatever it takes to improve.

So where does that leave Doyle in 1993? Currently, Doyle sits at number five on the pro tour after a recent second place behind Cliff Swain in Stockton, California. He hits one of the hardest serves ever witnessed. He reacts instantly to any attack an opponent might attempt because he is never, ever surprised. He is bad news for anyone facing him in a pro draw. He sees himself playing (and winning) on the pro tour for some time.

"I'm twenty-four now. When you look at the guys at the top, Andy and Mike are closer to thirty, and Ruben just keeps going well past forty," observes Doyle. "Guidry is the only one really younger than me. I think that says something about the time it takes to mature and progress in the game. You may be in great shape when you're younger, but the maturity in this sport makes a big difference."

Maturity Doyle has. His calm confidence combined with his dedication to training are key ingredients that will keep him at the forefront of professional racquetball for the foreseeable future. Doyle is here to stay. Is it any surprise?
Egan Inoue traveled to the source of the sun where 800 players from all over Japan were competing at Yokohama’s Bashamichi Sporting House in the 11th Annual Bashamichi Classic Racquetball Tournament. Inoue and his brother Enson (currently ranked #1 in Japan) teamed up to defeat the current Japan National Doubles Champions, Soichi Sakai and Tsuyoshi Hagiwara.

In singles play Enson Inoue was defeated in the semis by #2 ranked Junichi Yoshida. Egan Inoue defeated Yoshida in the final 11-9, 11-3 after coming from a 0-6 deficit in game one.
EGAN INOUE
He keeps his competition sweating, that's why he clearly needs the best Anti-Fog application on the court.
• Built-in vents to keep you cool and comfortable.

DAN O'BREMSKI
Like him, Leader eyeguards are light, strong, shatterproof and resistant under pressure.
• Meets NEW A.S.T.M. Standards.

MARTY HOGAN
Anti-Scratch lenses are lenses that last. Leader eyeguards, like Hogan, last.
• Optical quality lenses.
• Prescription compatible.

So for comfort and style, choose the Leader name for eye protection - the best already do!
See your Leader dealer today!
With contrasting styles, these two seasoned veterans have eliminated one another from pro stops since the mid 80’s, and still produce one of the most exciting match-ups today.

Newman
- former amateur national and intercollegiate champion
- one of the game’s most respected instructors
- plays a clever control game style, with plenty of power
- master of the unreturnable pinch
- always thinking

Harnett
- often credited as being one of the game’s all-time greats
- awesome reach allows few passes
- intimidating physical presence
- king of the low boards
- simply crushes the ball

Fibromyalgia is a painful and confusing syndrome that attacks between 13 and 18 million Americans (90% of which are women). With the disease, microscopic tearing of muscle tissue causes chronic pain and victims are often unable to perform even simple day to day tasks. There is no known cause or cure for Fibromyalgia.

The IRT supports Fibromyalgia research. For more information about this debilitating disease write:
Fibromyalgia
P.O. Box 500
Salem OR 97308

Deductible donations may be sent to:
Medical Research Foundation of Oregon
Attn: Fibromyalgia Research
P.O. Box 458
Portland OR 97207
The “I” is for International

The TransCoastal International Racquetball Tour expanded the international portion of its title with the recent pro tour stop in Mexico at the Club Deportivo Potosino in San Luis Potosi. The warm reception and extensive television coverage of the event (three hours live coverage per day on host Channel 13) indicated that Mexico was eager to see the pros play. Finalists Cliff Swain and John Ellis found themselves all over the area newspapers. Because of the dedication of Moreles Reyes and Luis Araiza, the event was an overwhelming success. IRT players sharpened their foreign language and currency skills as they anticipate several more opportunities to play in Mexico, as well as in Europe and Japan over the coming months.

Penn Glove Bonus Pool
1. Cliff Swain
2. Tim Doyle
3. Mike Guidry
4. Woody Clouse
5. Dave Johnson
6. Roger Haripersad

BI RAK IT
Standings
1. Woody Clouse
2. Mike Brady
3. John Ellis
4. Drew Kachtik
5. Aaron Katz
6. Mike Ray

Toltec Sportswear
Bonus Pool
1. Cliff Swain
2. Andy Roberts
3. Jack Newman
4. Mike Ray
5. Drew Kachtik
6. Mike Guidry
7. Dave Johnson

RIPIT
— INTRODUCING —
THE RIPIT CLUB
FOR AN ANNUAL FEE OF $10 YOU CAN BECOME A “RIPIT” MEMBER. YOUR MEMBERSHIP ALLOWS YOU TO BUY ALL YOUR RACQUETBALL EQUIPMENT AT UNBELIEVABLE PRICES!

— GO AHEAD, CHECK THEM OUT —
1-800-552-6453 FREE CATALOG
“IT'S LIKE OWNING YOUR OWN PRO SHOP”

HEAD
Head Anatom Bonus Pool
1. Mike Ray
2. Mike Guidry
3. Woody Clouse
4. Bret Harnett
5. Dave Johnson
6. Dan Obremski

Winter 1994
Pacific Open Racquetball Tournament  
January 12-16, 1994  
Vancouver, Canada  

Keystone Pro/Am Racquetball Tournament  
February 11-13, 1994  
Winnipeg, Canada  

Tralee International Racquetball Tournament (Irish Open)  
February 18-20, 1994  
Tralee, Ireland  

Pittsburgh Pro/Am Racquetball Tournament  
February 18-20, 1994  
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, USA  

International  
WHEELCHAIR RACQUETBALL  

Torneo De Las Americas Racquetball  
March 26-April 2, 1994  
Buenos Aires, Argentina  

Stoke Mandeville Wheelchair Games  
July 27-29, 1994  
Aylesbury, England  

World Racquetball Championships  
August 13-20, 1994  
San Luis Potosi, Mexico  

For information on these tournaments or Wheelchair Racquetball in general, contact David Hinton, c/o Racquetball Canada, Suite #303, 1600 James Naismith Drive, Gloucester, Ontario, Canada K1B 5N4
The Widebodies Below Hit With More Power.

The Wilson head-heavy Hammer System* delivers so much power it turns opponents into chopped sushi.
THE LATEST IN HIGH TECH INSTRUCTION

CRITIQUE OF YOUR PERSONAL VIDEO TAPE BY ONE OF AMERICA'S TOP PROFESSIONALS

CALL 1-800-742-9603 FOR DETAILS
ONLY $39.95: GROUP RATES AVAILABLE

January 19 - 23, 1994
Hampton Inns Pro Classic
Racquet Club of Memphis
Memphis, Tennessee

Contact:
Marty Austin
(901) 685-5464

February 2 - 6, 1994
VCI Challenge Cup Series
Falcons Sports & Fitness Complex
Atlanta, Georgia

Contact: Richard Turum
(404) 256-1963

February 16 - 20
Racquet Club of Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

Contact:
Suzy Klingensmith
(412) 856-3930

An IRT Event

February 16 - 20
Racquet Club of Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

Contact:
Suzy Klingensmith
(412) 856-3930

An IRT Event
New Racquetball Series in the East

Former WPRA executive director Molly O'Brien has announced a new event series for all player levels for the Pennsylvania, Maryland, Virginia, New Jersey area. The Ektelon Championship Racquetball Series began in late October 1993 and continues through May 1994 at some of the finest court clubs of the Northeast.

Ektelon prize incentives awarded both for participation in the series and for success in the competitive divisions are the focal point of the event series. Many of the events in the series will feature clinics by top pros.

With at least twelve events remaining to be played of the original fifteen events scheduled, plenty of opportunities remain to get in on the fun and rack up bonus points toward shirts, gloves, bags, shoes and even racquets. Early events in the series have been huge successes.

Joining O’Brien Sports Marketing and Ektelon in the unique event series is long-time racquetball supporter Diet Pepsi. Penn provides the official ball. For additional information, O’Brien may be reached at (215) 723-7356.

Oregon Racquetball Association holds 11th Annual Timberhill Open

Top players of the Pacific Northwest gathered recently for the third event of the Oregon Racquetball Association’s R.C. Cola / Ektelon Tour. Tournament director Rob Durbin teamed with tour sponsors, plus Pizza Hut, Togo Eatery, and TCBY to present one of the area’s finest tournaments. Division winners included: Brad Poppino, Dan Pischke, Jaimy Huber, Fred Pietrazak, Justin Cortell, Todd Washington, Pete Dunlop, Jim Trujillo, Bob Smith, Chad Cherry, Ted Winn, Kevin Frasnelley, Randy Reeves, Mike Halbleib, Rob Durbin, Erin Frost, Carol Knapp, Kim Jenkins, Sheila Younger, Mary Jensen, Lisa Pauley, and Toni Gregorie.
Subscribe Today!

Don't miss a single issue. Subscribe today and have the exciting world of racquetball delivered to you 5 times a year.

Please send 5 issues of KILLSHOT at the subscription price of $16.95. $26.95 in Canada (Please pay in U.S. funds)

Enclosed: $________

Name ________________________________

Address ________________________________

City ____________ State _______ Zip ____________

KILLSHOT P.O. Box 8036 Paducah, KY 42002-8036

MOVING?

Please Place Old Label Here

SEND TO

KILLSHOT
P.O. Box 8036
Paducah, KY
42002-8036

New Address information:

Name: _______________________________

Address: _______________________________

City: ____________ State _______ Zip ____________

Date new address goes into effect: ________________________

Please notify us 6 weeks in advance

It takes approximately six weeks to put an address change into effect, and due to greatly increased Postal Service rates, we do not mail duplicate copies to your new address while another copy is going to your old address. The Postal Service will not forward third class mail. Please notify us six weeks in advance of your move.
Each Camper Receives:
- "Play Like The Pros" Instructional Videotape (valued at $19.95).
- Free Admission to Friday Night (7p.m.) Pro Exhibition Match.
- Camp Shirt.
- Instructional Handouts.
- Videotape Analysis.
- 12 Hours of Instruction.

Location | Dates | Instructors | Location | Dates | Instructors
---|---|---|---|---|---
Portland, OR | Jan. 15 - 16 | Newman/Gonzalez | Colma, CA | Apr. 9 - 10 | Newman/Adams
Atlanta, GA | Feb. 12 - 13 | Gonzalez/Roberts | Houston, TX | Apr. 9 - 10 | Gonzalez/Roberts
Norfolk, VA | Feb. 12 - 13 | Newman/Adams | Ann Arbor, MI | Apr. 23 - 24 | Newman/Gonzalez

VISA OR MASTERCARD  PHONE: 1-800-ROLLOUT

Racquetball Jewelry and Apparel

Large Charm | $62
--w/Gold Ball | $79
--w/Diamond | $119
Small Charm | $49
--w/Gold Ball | $63
--w/Diamond | $99
Lightweight Chains | $2.50/in.
Med. Weight Chains | $4.50/in.
Racquetball Player Figure | $69
--w/Diamond | $125

14K Gold Bracelet | $299
with Diamonds | $600

Regular UPS $3.50, 2nd Day Air $6
Guaranteed Holiday Delivery

Mail Check and Money Orders to:

FIRST COAST PROMOTIONS
4241 Baymeadows Rd., Ste. 18
Jacksonville, FL 32217
FAX (904) 737-2659

Court Rat T-Shirt (white) | $12.95
Kill It T-Shirt (white) | $12.95
--Canton Fleece | $28.95
(neon pink, lime or yellow)
Racquetball Tie (maroon or navy) | $15

14K Gold Pendants

Call Now!
1-800-762-4653
Shot Selection 101:

Play the Ball Before Playing Your Opponent

By Jack Newman

One of the biggest areas of interest for my students is how to improve shot selection. After having watched and watched these students try to master playing their opponents, it occurred to me that most of them were unaware of how to play the ball. Before anyone can master the strategies of rallying, he must first have a solid understanding of what he can and can't do with the ball from a given position. While we could spend hours on the advantages and disadvantages of going for different shots at different times, I have tried to identify some of the most basic considerations that must be made in every player's head well before trying to out shoot or maneuver an opponent.

You may have seen Mike Ray shoot an overhead into a flat roll or Andy Roberts blast a perfect low pinch from an off-balance lunge but these are extreme cases. Unless you have five or six hours to practice these every day, it makes more sense to make the most of the opportunities you have by making smart choices. Why risk a skip to hit a kill when you can't properly set up, and a clean pass will have the same result? Realizing which shots are practical from where you must hit the ball is a vital skill. Learning the zone system as the basis for your choices will allow you to make better choices during those split second rally opportunities. Doing this will give you a better idea of your choices to beat your opponent. Believe it or not, even pros like Ray and Roberts consider this before making their final shot choice.

Zone 1

Zone one is made up of the balls you hit above your shoulder. Typically, these shots make up about 15% of all the shots in a match. When thinking zone one, think defense. Correct shots from this zone include ceiling balls, around-the-worlds, and Z's. The goal here is to move your opponent into deep court so that you can control center court. Patience is the key for these shots as you never want them to kick out or drop too soon to become set ups for your opponent.

Zone 2

This is roughly your batting strike zone - from thigh to shoulder. In a good rally you will be forced to hit as many as 70% of your shots from here. Most players learn early to try to take as many shots low for kills as possible (or high for defensive shots as a second choice) and to stay out of this more awkward zone. Better court positioning (not committing too far forward) and more patience (letting more shots drop into zone three) may help lower this percentage somewhat, but in reality, we can never avoid it completely. The best choice when hitting from this zone is usually the pass. Still an offensive shot, the pass brings on less pressure while in this position and should decrease skips as compared to kill attempts on balls at this height. A good down-the-line, cross court, or angle pass should either end the rally or set up a better situation for hitting a winner.

Zone 3

Balls in zone three are those we hit below thigh level. These are the plums since they allow the best possible set-up for both accuracy and power. Your goal with these golden opportunities is to hit clean kills and pinches without skipping them or leaving them up too high. Practice to consistently put these away, then pay attention to your own footwork and patience during a rally to convert more zone two balls to zone three balls.
It takes two to tango

BI RAK IT, the official cross-training sport of the International Racquetball Tour, is instrumental in perfecting bilateral development and kinetic symmetry. Besides, why swing one racquet when you can swing two?

BI RAK IT

(904) 398-5428

1994 BI RAK IT National Championships February 5-6, 1994
Falcon's Sports Complex, Atlanta Georgia
Clockwise from upper right: Sport Lavit Dry Grip to improve that iron grip; Gexco grips in a multitude of colors for a non slip racquet; better than a 175 m.p.h. drive serve is driving the Volkswagen Cabriolet; Spalding's new ThunderHeat gives you power and control you never thought possible.
Clockwise from right: Penn gloves, the official IRT glove; Action Eyes eyeguards, (and they're functional too); the Gexco ball saver; Head produces the official shoes of the IRT; Ashaway Superkill II string for that extra snap in your return.
Clockwise from right: Ektelon eyeguards take your game into the future; Penn Cooler Pak and Penn Court Bags, stuff to go with the official ball of the whole world; Forten Ultimate Racquetball string for the perfect kill; Neumann Tackified Glove creates a grip that won't quit.
Above: Three top racquets from E-FORCE, Weapon, Terminator, and Real Deal; Below: some pretty classy tee's from First Coast Promotions.
Clockwise from top: Leader eyeguards for perfect protection; Wristlacer keeps your racquet where it belongs; nothing like a little pure gold from First Coast Promotions; Wilson’s explosive line, Hammer 2.7, Hammer 4.0, and SPS 5.5
Clockwise from top left: Ektelon’s Allusion the top of the Litening Series, Ektelon’s new Digitec glove; Forten bag and cap for takin’ it to the courts.
JOIN US!

We know things about racquetball.

For a free catalogue or to set up an account, please contact us at:
E-FORCE SPORTS 841C Pohukaina Street Honolulu, Hawaii 96813
TEL (808) 593-1606  FAX (808) 593-0155
On the eastern fringe of the Golden Trout Wilderness Area in the High Sierra there's a steep, unmarked trail heading to 12,000 foot Olancha Peak. For generations the pristine water in raw form: heaping a cup with pure Sierra snow, it in the sun. Years ago, this nature's purest creation. But now there's a better way. You see, our alpine spring water begins as pristine Sierra snow, but then nature takes it on an incredible journey—filtering it through layer after layer of mountain bedrock. Years later it emerges at our protected source where we bottle it and send it far and wide. So you don't have to go breathless trying to find the best water in the West. Just look for Crystal Geyser in your store, and scoop some up.

the BEST WATER in the West.

CRYSTAL GEYSER * ONE OF AMERICA'S NATURAL RESOURCES™